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A B S T R A C T

Integration of renewable energy sources as one of the pillars of the power system decarbonization efforts
is making a significant progress. However, large shares of renewables require additional flexibility to keep
the system stable. Battery storage was identified as one of the solutions to restore the grid balance in short
timeframes, from day-ahead to real time. Currently, the research community is trying to find an adequate
technology for longer duration energy storage. Hydrogen, as an energy carrier, appears as a good choice
for such task. Apart from hydrogen energy storage potential, it can also be used to implement power-to-gas
technology able to mitigate renewable energy curtailment through the process of electrolysis. The produced
hydrogen gas can be either used to partially decarbonize the natural gas grids or simply sold as hydrogen fuel.

The main novelty of this paper is the creation of a mathematical model of a renewable power plant
coupled with a battery storage and a hydrogen facility for trading in three day-ahead energy markets, i.e.
electricity, natural gas and hydrogen, plus in the power balancing market subject to the imbalance settlement
mechanism. This approach enables a long-term profitability analysis of different renewable, battery and
hydrogen architectures (hydrogen energy storage, power-to-gas and their combination) and their participation
in different markets.

The results indicate that the battery energy storage provides balancing services to the transmission system
operator almost exclusively, while it never provides balancing for its own imbalance needs, since this option
is less financially attractive. The electrolyzer and the fuel cell operate at least one third of the year, depending
on the observed case, and often provide a reserve. When considering the hydrogen market, the electrolyzer
operates almost the entire year due to lucrative hydrogen prices. Both the battery storage and the hydrogen
tank perform arbitrage in the day-ahead market, where the battery optimizes its operation on an hourly basis
(short-term) and the hydrogen tank on a daily basis (medium- to long-term).
1. Introduction

To fulfill the Paris Agreement goals, the EU Commission created
a set of policy initiatives called the European Green Deal [1], with
an overarching aim of making Europe climate neutral by 2050. The
energy sector currently generates over 75% of the greenhouse gas
emissions in the EU and its decarbonization is crucial to reach the
EU’s ambitious climate objectives. The power sector is leading the way,
where renewable energy sources (RES) integration started two decades
ago. Its share has been increasing continuously from 9.6% in 2004 to
19.7% in 2019 [2]. Renewable generation is characterized by variable
(both short- and long-term) and uncertain generation, thus requiring an
increased power system flexibility [3,4]. One of the potential solutions
that emerged in the last couple of years for short-term flexibility is
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battery energy storage (BES) [5], based on lithium-ion technology [6].
Since lithium-ion batteries operate in timescales of seconds to hours,
they are not suitable to shift energy between days, weeks, months, or
seasons. Lithium-ion batteries are highly efficient (>85%) [7] and are
able to repay their investment cost only with frequent cycling, however,
with increasing storage duration their levelized cost of energy (LCOE)
significantly increases [8]. Other storage technologies, such as pumped
hydro plants, compressed air, or storing energy as fuel (natural gas,
hydrogen, methane) are more suitable for medium- to long-term storage
applications. As hydrogen energy storage (HES) seems to be the most
viable option [9], this paper focuses on combining a BES and a HES
with a RES, and maximizes their profit by trading in their respective
trading floors, i.e. power, hydrogen, and gas markets.
306-2619/© 2022 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Nomenclature

Abbreviations

aFRR Automatic Frequency Restoration Reserve
BES Battery Energy Storage
BC Balancing Capacity
BE Balancing Energy
BG Balancing Group
CEGH Central European Gas Hub
CROPEX Croatian Power Exchange
DAM Day-ahead Market
EU European Union
HES Hydrogen Energy Storage
IDM Intraday Market
LCOE Levelized Cost of Energy
P2G Power-To-Grid
PV Photovoltaics
RES Renewable Energy Sources
SOE State-of-Energy
TSO Transmission System Operator

Parameters

𝜆da,g𝑡 Gas DAM price in time period 𝑡 (e/MWh)
𝜆da,h𝑡 Hydrogen DAM price in time period 𝑡

(e/MWh)
𝜆da,p𝑡 Electricity DAM price in time period 𝑡

(e/MWh)
𝜆d,bc𝑡 Downward BC price in time period 𝑡

(e/MWh)
𝜆u,bc𝑡 Upward BC price in time period 𝑡 (e/MWh)
𝜆d,be𝑡 Downward BE price in time period 𝑡

(e/MWh)
𝜆u,be𝑡 Upward BE price in time period 𝑡 (e/MWh)
𝜆d,bg𝑡 BG downward imbalance price in time

period 𝑡 (e/MWh)
𝜆u,bg𝑡 BG upward imbalance price in time period

𝑡 (e/MWh)
𝜆in,g𝑡 Energy component of the gas grid tariff in

time period 𝑡 (e/MWh)
𝜆in,h𝑡 Energy component for injection of the hy-

drogen grid tariff in time period 𝑡 (e/MWh)
𝜆inm,p
𝑚 Power component of the electricity grid tar-

iff for injected power in month 𝑚 (e/MW)
𝜆w,h𝑡 Energy component for withdrawal of

the hydrogen grid tariff in time period 𝑡
(e/MWh)

𝜆w,p𝑡 Energy component of the electricity grid
tariff in time period 𝑡 (e/MWh)

𝜆wm,p
𝑚 Power component of the electricity grid

tariff for withdrawn power in month 𝑚
(e/MW)

𝜂ch BES charging efficiency (%)
𝜂dis BES discharging efficiency (%)
𝜂el𝑡 Electrolyzer operation efficiency (%)
𝜂fc𝑡 Fuel cell operation efficiency (%)
𝜂el_comp Bus injection compression efficiency (%)
𝜂ht_comp Hydrogen tank compression efficiency (%)
𝐴d Portion of activation of downward BC (%)
𝐴u Portion of activation of upward BC (%)
2

𝐹𝑖 Maximum amount of energy that can be
charged at a specific BES state of energy
breakpoint 𝑅𝑖 as a portion of installed BSS
capacity (%)

𝐻 in,g Gas grid injection limit (MW)
𝐻 in,h Hydrogen grid injection limit (MW)
𝐻ht Installed hydrogen tank power (MW)
𝐻w,h Hydrogen grid withdrawal limit (MW)
𝐼 s Surplus in PV power (%)
𝐼 l Lack in PV power (%)
𝐾𝑒𝑙

1 , 𝐾𝑒𝑙
2 Electrolyzer operation linearization param-

eters
𝐾𝑓𝑐

1 , 𝐾𝑓𝑐
2 Fuel cell operation linearization parameters

𝑃 b Installed power of BES (MW)
𝑃 el Installed power of electrolyzer (MW)
𝑃 fc Installed power of fuel cell (MW)
𝑃 in Electricity grid injection limit (MW)
𝑃 pv
𝑡 Maximum PV output in time period 𝑡 (MW)

𝑃w Electricity grid withdrawal limit (MW)
𝑅𝑖 Capacity of each state of energy battery

segment 𝑖 as a portion of the installed BES
capacity (%)

𝑆𝑂𝐸b BES capacity (MWh)
𝑆𝑂𝐻 Hydrogen tank capacity (MWh)

Variables

𝛥𝑠𝑜𝑒𝑡 Amount of energy that can be charged into
BES in time period 𝑡(%)

𝜃bc BC profit (e)
𝜃be BE profit (e)
𝜃bg Profit from balancing the BG deviations (e)
𝜃da,g Gas DAM profit (e)
𝜃da,h Hydrogen DAM profit (e)
𝜃da,p Electricity DAM profit (e)
𝜃grid,p∕h∕g Grid tariffs for electricity/hydrogen/gas

grid (e)
𝜃hop Cost of the hydrogen equipment operation

(e)
𝑓𝑡 Binary variable determining if the fuel cell

is operating in time period 𝑡
ℎch𝑡 Hydrogen charging to the tank in time

period 𝑡 (MW)
ℎdis𝑡 Hydrogen discharging from the tank in time

period 𝑡 (MW)
ℎd,ch𝑡 Hydrogen charging to the tank in the worst

case of downward reserve activation in time
period 𝑡 (MW)

ℎd,dis𝑡 Hydrogen discharging to the tank in the
worst case of downward reserve activation
in time period 𝑡 (MW)

ℎd,in,g𝑡 Hydrogen injected to the gas grid in the
worst case of downward capacity activation
in time period 𝑡 (MW)

ℎd,in,h𝑡 Hydrogen injected to the hydrogen grid
in the worst case of downward capacity
activation in time period 𝑡 (MW)

ℎd,w,h𝑡 Hydrogen withdrawn from the hydrogen
grid in the worst case of downward capacity
activation in time period 𝑡 (MW)
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ℎd,el𝑡 Hydrogen produced by the electrolyzer
in the worst case of downward reserve
activation in time period 𝑡 (MW)

ℎd,fc𝑡 Hydrogen used for the fuel cell operation
in the worst case of downward reserve
activation in time period 𝑡 (MW)

ℎda,g∕h𝑡 Power traded in gas/hydrogen DAM in time
period 𝑡 (MW)

ℎel𝑡 Hydrogen produced by the electrolyzer in
time period 𝑡 (MW)

ℎfc𝑡 Hydrogen used for the fuel cell operation in
time period 𝑡 (MW)

ℎin,g𝑡 Hydrogen injected into the gas grid in time
period 𝑡 (MW)

ℎin,h𝑡 Hydrogen injected into the hydrogen grid in
time period 𝑡 (MW)

ℎu,ch𝑡 Hydrogen charging into the tank in the
worst case of upward reserve activation in
time period 𝑡 (MW)

ℎu,dis𝑡 Hydrogen discharging from the tank in the
worst case of upward reserve activation in
time period 𝑡 (MW)

ℎu,el𝑡 Hydrogen produced by the electrolyzer in
the worst case of upward reserve activation
in time period 𝑡 (MW)

ℎu,fc𝑡 Hydrogen used for the fuel cell operation in
the worst case of upward reserve activation
in time period 𝑡 (MW)

ℎu,in,g𝑡 Hydrogen injected into the gas grid in the
worst case of upward capacity activation in
time period 𝑡 (MW)

ℎu,in,h𝑡 Hydrogen injected into the hydrogen grid
in the worst case of upward capacity
activation in time period 𝑡 (MW)

ℎu,w,h𝑡 Hydrogen withdrawn from the hydrogen
grid in the worst case of upward capacity
activation in time period 𝑡 (MW)

ℎw,h𝑡 Hydrogen withdrawn from the hydrogen
grid in time period 𝑡 (MW)

𝑝ch𝑡 Charging power of the BES in time period 𝑡
(MW)

𝑝dis𝑡 Discharge power of the BES in time period
𝑡 (MW)

𝑝d,in𝑡 Power injected to the power system in the
worst case of downward reserve in time
period 𝑡 (MW)

𝑝d,w𝑡 Power withdrawn from the power system in
the worst case of downward reserve in time
period 𝑡 (MW)

𝑝da𝑡 Power traded in the electricity DAM at hour
𝑡 (MW)

𝑝ee,el𝑡 Total electrical power needed for the elec-
trolyzer operation in time period 𝑡 (MW)

𝑝ee,fc𝑡 Total electrical power produced by the fuel
cell in time period 𝑡 (MW)

1.1. Battery energy storage

In this Subsection, we go through different services proposed in
literature that a BES can provide to the power system. In the end, we
highlight the ones relevant to our paper.
3

𝑝el𝑡 Power used for the electrolyzer operation in
time period 𝑡 (MW)

𝑝fc𝑡 Power produced by the fuel cell in time
period 𝑡 (MW)

𝑝i,ch𝑡 Increased BES charging to provide down
reserve in time period 𝑡 (MW)

𝑝i,dis𝑡 Increased BES discharging to provide up
reserve in time period 𝑡 (MW)

𝑝i,el𝑡 Increased power intake for the electrolyzer
operation to provide down reserve in time
period 𝑡 (MW)

𝑝i,fc𝑡 Increased energy generation of the fuel cell
to provide up reserve in time period 𝑡 (MW)

𝑝in𝑡 Power injected to the power system in time
period 𝑡 (MW)

𝑝pv𝑡 Power produced by the PV (MW)
𝑝r,ch𝑡 Reduced BES charging for upward reserve

in time period 𝑡 (MW)
𝑝r,dis𝑡 Reduced BES discharging to provide down

reserve in time period 𝑡 (MW)
𝑝r,el𝑡 Reduced power intake for the electrolyzer

operation to provide upward reserve in time
period 𝑡 (MW)

𝑝r,fc𝑡 Reduced energy generation of the fuel cell
to provide upward reserve in time period 𝑡
(MW)

𝑝u,in𝑡 Power injected to the power system in the
worst case of upward capacity activation in
time period 𝑡 (MW)

𝑝u,w𝑡 Power withdrawn from the power sys-
tem in the worst case of upward capacity
activation in time period 𝑡 (MW)

𝑝w𝑡 Power withdrawn from the power system in
time period 𝑡 (MW)

𝑝inm𝑚 Maximum injected power to the power
system in month 𝑚 (MW)

𝑝wm𝑚 Maximum withdrawn power from the
power system in month 𝑚 (MW)

𝑟d,bc𝑡 Reserved capacity in the downward direc-
tion in time period 𝑡 (MW)

𝑟d,bg𝑡 BG downward balancing power in time
period 𝑡 (MW)

𝑟u,bc𝑡 Reserved capacity in upward direction in
time period 𝑡 (MW)

𝑟u,bg𝑡 BG upward balancing power in time period
𝑡 (MW)

𝑠𝑜𝑒𝑡 State of energy of the BES in time period 𝑡
(MWh)

New RES-BES plants are capable of providing flexibility services to
the power system [10,11]. Generally, RES plants integrate a behind-
the-meter BES to cover their own imbalances. Consequently, different
forecasting algorithms lead to different imbalance needs and BES usage
and cycling [12]. A BES within a RES-BES plant must also consider
energy price forecasts to maximize its revenues [13]. During the BES
sizing for minimizing the imbalances, it is important to include all
relevant technical limitations affecting the RES-BES real-time opera-
tion [14]. It is also important to optimally manage energy flows [15]
and employ control strategies to reduce the voltage and frequency

fluctuations [16].
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𝑠𝑜𝑒𝑡,𝑖 State of energy of the BES segment 𝑖 in time
period 𝑡 (MWh)

𝑠𝑜ℎ𝑡 State of energy of the hydrogen tank in time
period 𝑡 (MWh)

𝑤𝑡 Binary variable determining if the elec-
trolyzer is operating in time period 𝑡

𝑥b𝑡 Binary variable restricting simultaneous
BES charging and discharging in time
period 𝑡

𝑥h𝑡 Binary variable restricting simultaneous in-
jection to and withdrawal from the hydro-
gen system in time period 𝑡

𝑥ht𝑡 Binary variable restricting simultaneous hy-
drogen tank charging and discharging in
time period 𝑡

𝑥p𝑡 Binary variable restricting simultaneous in-
jection to and withdrawal from the power
system in time period 𝑡

A BES can also be efficiently utilized to provide balancing services
o the system operators. A standalone BES can provide fast services
uch as frequency containment reserves [17] or automatic frequency
estoration services [18,19]. When providing frequency regulation,
he RES-BES plant optimization/control algorithms must incorporate
oth the RES generation and the frequency regulation forecasts [20].
rovision of fast balancing services entails frequent cycling leading
o degradation issues, which can be considered by incorporating a
ife-cycle model in the profit maximization function [21].

With higher price volatility, a standalone BES can perform a prof-
table arbitrage at energy markets [22]. However, a BES coupled with
n RES can, additionally, shift the RES generation to periods with
igher prices, thus providing simultaneously two services [23]. Stack-
ng additional services, as in [24], can even further increase the BES
rofitability, however, its performance depends on many complex algo-
ithms. E.g., in [25], an artificial intelligence-based algorithm is used
o optimize arbitrage, PV generation shifting, and frequency regulation
rovision of a PV–battery system. Another example can be found
n [26], where a BES is used simultaneously for the distributed voltage
ontrol and the frequency containment reserve.

The RES-BES combination can also be used within other objects,
uch as electric vehicle charging stations, to reduce the impact on
he grid and to improve the quality of the charging services [27] or
mart home arrangements for the provision of multiple services [19].
he literature also proposes RES-BES microgrids either only grid-
onnected [28] or with islanding capabilities [29]. During the island
icrogrid operation, the BES must be coordinated with the RES gen-

ration, mostly PV, to stabilize the voltage levels [30,31]. The overall
ower system resilience can be improved with PV-BES plants through
heir optimal allocation throughout the grid [32]. A BES can be used
o re-electrify, or provide black start service after a blackout [33]. An
nvestment in BES can be economically more attractive than network
xpansions to increase the security of the supply of weakly connected
rids [34,35].

The review of the state-of-the-art literature shows a great diver-
ity of services that can be provided by a BES: from RES balancing,
alancing services provision, arbitrage, through voltage and resilience,
o multiple services stacking in BES standalone options or integrated
odes with other objects such as EV charging stations or microgrids.
he focus of this paper is on the system-wide services, which means
e do not observe grid-specific services such as voltage, islanding, and

esilience services. We observe and model a RES-BES facility integrated
ith a hydrogen facility to provide a wide range of electricity services
4

RES balancing, system balancing, and arbitrage considering the grid
utilization fees) plus energy transfer between different energy vectors,
i.e. power, hydrogen, and gas. To the authors’ best knowledge, such BES
service stacking with a hydrogen facility has not yet been proposed.

1.2. Hydrogen energy storage and power-to-gas facilities

In this subsection, we define the main parts of hydrogen facilities,
discuss their potential services provision, costs, and future integration
plans. In the end, we define the services considered in this paper.

In general, hydrogen technology solutions are composed of three
main parts: hydrogen generation, storage, and utilization. Hydrogen
can be generated in multiple ways using processes such as steam
reforming and gasification of fossil and non-fossil fuels or processes,
such as water electrolysis [36,37]. Natural gas is currently the primary
source of hydrogen production (grey hydrogen or blue hydrogen if
supported by carbon capture and storage), accounting for around 76%
of the global hydrogen production. The rest of the hydrogen is produced
mostly from coal (brown hydrogen)—around 23%, while only less than
2% is produced by water electrolysis, i.e. green hydrogen [37]. If the
electricity used in electrolysis is generated from RES, such hydrogen is
termed green.

Today, hydrogen is mostly stored as gas or liquid in tanks for small-
scale mobile and stationary applications [38]. Compressed hydrogen is
a viable option for seasonal storage according to [39]. In power systems
hydrogen can be utilized for electricity production using either fuel
cells or as a fuel in hydrogen-fired gas turbines [37]. In this paper, we
focus on modular and clean HES architecture composed of a fuel cell,
a compressed hydrogen tank, and an electrolyzer.

The upside of HES is that it can be used both as a short-term
and medium- to long-term storage. As far as the short-term storage is
concerned, the electrolyzers and fuel cells can ramp up quickly [40]
and provide fast ancillary services, such as virtual inertia and frequency
regulation [41,42]. Using fuel cells for the RES-production following
was proposed in [43,44]. Since there is no loss of hydrogen, there is a
high potential for medium- to long-term energy-storing [45,46]. LCOE
of such HES increases with storage duration but at a lower gradient as
compared to lithium-ion batteries. According to [8], storage durations
lower than 13-15 h favor lithium-ion BES, while storage durations
over 15 h favor HES. Low cycle efficiency (<40%) of HES is the main
drawback to its wider adoption [37]. The existing literature does not
focus on the usage of HES for both the short- and the long-term energy
storage, its combination with BES nor the provision of a wider range of
system-wide services. This paper intends to fill the explored research
gap.

The future usage of hydrogen in the power system is expected to be
as long-term storage, as well as a clean fuel in the transport sector and
industry [37,47], but also as a tool to decarbonize the gas grids [37].

The EU has ambitious plans for hydrogen production, focused on
installing 6 GW of renewable-powered electrolyzers by 2025 and 40
GW by 2030. Until 2050 the renewable hydrogen technologies should
reach maturity and be deployed at a very large scale [48]. According
to [49], the blue hydrogen’s LCOE is around 65–70 Eur/MWh, while
the green hydrogen’s LCOE, produced from otherwise curtailed RES,
is around 70 Eur/MWh and around 210 Eur/MWh when produced at
an industrial electricity tariff. In [50], the authors report the LCOE
for green hydrogen to be around 280, 350, and 475 Eur/MWh in
Europe in 2020 when curtailed RES, industrial tariff, and dedicated
RES electricity are considered, respectively. Except when free curtailed
renewable electricity is used, most of the LCOE comes from the oper-
ating costs (75%–90%), predominantly electricity costs [49]. LCOE of
blue hydrogen is expected to rise toward 2050 [49], while the LCOE
of green hydrogen is to reduce significantly [49,50]. It should be noted
that LCOE calculations never take into account the balancing services
nor the multi-market arbitrage aspects. Since electricity is the main

cost segment, we believe that integration of those services/markets
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can significantly improve the profitability of hydrogen production. We
pursue this unexplored research avenue in this paper.

Around 3 million km of natural gas transmission pipelines are
in operation today around the world, and even greater lengths of
distribution pipelines [37]. Hydrogen can be blended into the gas
grids in ratios of 5%–20% [51] and can play a significant role in the
early stage transition towards hydrogen economy [48]. Some of the
natural gas grids can be re-purposed or new dedicated pipelines can be
built to transport clean hydrogen [48,51]. The European Network of
Transmission System Operators for Gas (ENTSO-G) takes into account
hydrogen, along with biomethane, as a natural gas grid decarbonization
tool, and they also see themselves as a hydrogen/methane dedicated
grid operators [52]. The first step toward a dedicated hydrogen grid,
evolved from the natural gas pipelines, is taken by the Dutch govern-
ment as they plan to have a hydrogen transmission ring through the
Netherlands until 2030 [53].

Using RES to produce gas, such as hydrogen, and inject it into
the gas grid is termed power-to-gas (P2G) technology [54,55]. P2G
is researched in many different forms, from the electricity market
participation [56], joint reserve provision with RES [57], to multi-
energy market participation, i.e. electricity, natural gas, and hydrogen
market [58,59]. The public plans and scientific community see P2G as
a service provider to the power system and a decarbonization tool for
gas grids. However, there is still a lack of proper long-term analysis to
point out whether it is more meaningful to use it for the former or the
latter reason. This paper aims at answering this question by creating
a model for the profitability of P2G for multiple services and within
multiple markets.

1.3. Research focus and contributions

The conducted state-of-the-art literature clearly indicates that both
the BES and HES/P2G are seen as attractive decarbonization tools
within the smart grid domain [60]. However, the literature is lacking
several important points when it comes to the BES and HES/P2G
integration into different market structures and, consequently, the prof-
itability of such facilities. These missing points translate into the con-
tribution of this paper. Therefore the contributions of the paper are
twofold: development of a comprehensive RES-BES-Hydrogen model
for long-term analysis and a detail analysis of such facility using real
data as inputs.

The developed comprehensive model covers the following:

• operational scheduling of a PV facility with integrated short- to
long-term storage technologies, BES and HES, within a single
facility,

• operational scheduling for simultaneous use of an electrolyzer
and a fuel cells, where the produced hydrogen can be either
fed into the gas/hydrogen network (P2G) or converted back into
electricity (HES),

• a multi-market participation (electricity, natural gas, and hy-
drogen) of the proposed plant with consideration of dynamic
prices and balancing services and imbalance penalization in the
electricity market,

• a multi-energy framework incorporating the effect of balancing
services activation,

• a long-term analysis of operational profitability of different RES-
BES–HES/P2G architectures and participation in different energy
markets.

This paper provides answers to the following research questions:

• Can HES serve as a short- and/or long-term storage under the
current prices?

• Does it complement or overlap with the BES integrated within a
RES plant?
5

• Is it more attractive to use fuel cells or P2G capabilities?
• Which market brings the highest revenues and which subsystems
provide the most profitable services?

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains
different technology settings and market architectures examined in
this paper. Section 3 formulates a mathematical model that represents
the optimal operation of a PV-BES-Hydrogen plant. Section 4 lists
and elaborates the input data required to simulate real-world market
conditions. Section 5 reports and discusses the results of the conducted
case study. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper and discusses the
main findings.

2. Modeling framework

The modeled PV-BES-Hydrogen plant is considered to be built in
Croatia, indicating that we observe the European context of harmonized
and integrated European-wide energy market.

2.1. PV-BES-hydrogen plant architectures

The hydrogen plant in this paper is coupled with a RES power plant
and connected to the electricity grid in all test cases and scenarios.
Three hydrogen power plant architectures are considered: HES, P2G,
and HES–P2G.

2.1.1. HES
In this architecture the hydrogen is generated, stored, and used

only as an energy storage medium for the power system purposes:
(RES) balance group balancing, balancing services provision to the
Transmission System Operator (TSO) considering both the capacity and
activated energy, short-term electricity arbitrage, and long-term elec-
tricity arbitrage. It consists of the power part (a RES power plant, a BES
facility, an electrical substation, and a connection to the transmission
power grid) and the hydrogen part (an electrolyzer, hydrogen storage
tanks, and a fuel cell). This architecture is visualized in Fig. 1. The
hydrogen storage in this architecture serves as a complementary or
competitive technology to BES. The priority of power and hydrogen
production solely depends on economic benefits to the facility.

2.1.2. P2G
In the P2G architecture the hydrogen is generated, stored and sold

as a fuel either in the national natural gas or the hydrogen market.
Its power part is identical to the one in the HES architecture, but
the hydrogen part consists of an electrolyzer, a hydrogen tank and a
connection to natural gas/hydrogen transmission grids, see Fig. 2. The
hydrogen storage in this architecture serves as a green hydrogen gen-
eration facility or an energy conversion technology between different
energy vectors.

2.1.3. HES-P2G
In this architecture, the hydrogen is generated, stored, and either

converted back to electricity or sold as a fuel either at the national
natural gas or the hydrogen market. Its power part is identical to
the HES/P2G architecture, but the hydrogen part consists of an elec-
trolyzer, hydrogen storage tanks, a fuel cell, and a connection to the
natural gas/hydrogen transmission grid, see Fig. 3. The hydrogen stor-
age in this architecture serves as both a complementary/competitive
technology to BES and as a hydrogen generation technology or energy

conversion technology between different energy vectors.
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Fig. 1. Hydrogen energy storage architecture.
Fig. 2. Power-to-gas architecture.
2.2. Markets and services

As we consider three different energy systems, we observe three
wholesale day-ahead markets. Additionally, balancing services in the
power system are modeled. Therefore, there are four main markets used
in this paper:

1. Wholesale electricity DAM,
2. Balancing services in the power system:
3. Wholesale natural gas DAM,
4. Wholesale hydrogen DAM.

Fig. 4 shows the different roles taken by the PV-BES-Hydrogen plant
within this paper. In the wholesale markets, the plant acts as a producer
and supplier in the electricity and the hydrogen DAM, while in the
gas DAM it acts only as a producer (it cannot withdraw gas and use
it within the facility). Additionally, within the power system, the plant
is subject to an imbalance settlement mechanism taking responsibility
for the deviations from its market position, i.e. it is a balance group
manager mitigating its own imbalances toward the TSO. Further, it
6

provides balancing services to the TSO in the balancing services market.
Finally, when it comes to physical energy exchange with the grids, it
must pay the grid fees for grid usage to all three TSOs acting like any
other grid user.

2.2.1. Wholesale electricity market

Electricity markets in Europe operate on several timescales: from
the long-term yearly contracts to the short-term DAM and intraday
markets (IDM). The DAM poses as the reference market for both the
long-term contracts and the IDM. Generally, the DAM markets operate
as marginal pricing auctions with gate closure time at noon on the
day ahead in all European power exchanges [61]. Such harmonization
enabled the integrated Europe-wide market currently covering most
European countries. In this paper, Croatian power exchange CROPEX
is used to demonstrate the proposed model.
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Fig. 3. Hydrogen energy storage + power to gas architecture.
2.2.2. Power system balancing services
Power systems in Europe are organized through a self-dispatch

scheme, where each participant (producer, trader, supplier) is respon-
sible for its own market position, i.e. balancing [61]. Each participant
must be part of a balancing group (BG) that submits the day-ahead
schedules to the TSO. The real-time realizations must match the day-
ahead schedules. If a mismatch occurs, the BG must pay for the im-
balance to the TSO. Thus, a BG can reserve some of its flexible assets
to cover for potential mismatches, otherwise, it pays the imbalance
costs. Both of these two options are modeled in this paper. The TSO
uses the collected imbalance payments to remunerate the users that
provided the balancing services needed to mitigate the system-wide
imbalances. Different balancing services can be provided based on the
speed of their activation [61]. In this paper, we model the automatic
frequency restoration reserve (aFRR), whose providers are paid for both
the allocated balancing capacity (BC) in Eur/MW and additionally for
the activated balancing energy (BE) in Eur/MWh.

2.2.3. Wholesale gas market
The largest gas exchange, i.e. gas hub, in Europe is TTF in the

Netherlands (50 PWh), followed by NBP in the UK (10 PWh). Then,
there is a range of mid-volume hubs 0.1–2 PWh (German, Austrian,
French, Chech, etc.) and emerging hubs with volumes less than 100
TWh (Romania, Hungary, Denmark, Croatia, etc.). Different prod-
ucts are traded at the EU gas hubs, ranging from intraday/day to
monthly/quarterly/season/yearly products where, on average, quar-
terly and monthly products take the highest share of the trades [62].
The intraday/day-ahead products take an insignificant part of trades on
TTF, around 10%–25% on other middle-volume hubs, and the majority
of trades on the emerging hubs. Our aim in this paper is to use storage
technologies on the gas wholesale market for short-term trading, which
is why we focus on the DAM only (long-term markets are less volatile,
while intraday markets suffer from liquidity issues). Since the Croatian
gas market is small and under development, most of the gas trades in
Croatia are made on the Austrian Central European Gas Hub or CEGH,
which is the gas market considered in this paper.

2.2.4. Wholesale hydrogen market
Organized hydrogen markets or hydrogen exchanges still do not

exist, but according to [63] they must be created along with the
hydrogen transmission grid (so-called ‘‘hydrogen backbone’’) to support
a new hydrogen economy. The hydrogen market is expected to be
halfway between the electricity and the gas market in terms of volatility
7

and temporal dynamics. A future hydrogen exchange, based on the
hydrogen backbone and with sufficient diversity of players can operate
as a virtual trading point over its entire infrastructure including the
international connections, similarly to the gas and electricity exchanges
today. One of the important milestones is the launch of a hydrogen
price index reflecting the real-market conditions to ease the trading
and business planning for future hydrogen market participants. In this
paper, we assume future conditions where the hydrogen transmission
grid is fully developed with open access to all participants and where
the hydrogen exchange operates in a liquid and competitive manner.
A new hydrogen index was established in 2021 [64]. It takes into
account the production costs and different colors of hydrogen, making
it the closest value for hydrogen exchange prices today. Therefore, in
this paper, we take this index as a wholesale price of hydrogen at the
hydrogen DAM.

2.3. Assumptions

To ease the understanding of the paper we will summarize all the
main assumptions regarding the market setup, modeling and inputs:

• All the devices are perfectly controlled and the imbalances can
arise only through RES deviations. Average RES deviations and
reserve activations are used to reduce the computational burden
stemming from the uncertainty modeling.

• CEGH DAM prices were used as gas DAM prices since there is
no such market in Croatia. The hydrogen index is used as the
hydrogen DAM price since such market does not yet exist. All
other similar data are used from the Croatian energy markets.

• Imbalance price is modeled as the worst-case price for both
directions based on historical data to ensure the minimization of
deviations. All other prices are used as deterministic historical
data.

• A linear electrolyzer and fuel cell efficiency curve is used, as
explained in Appendix. Hydrogen compression losses are fixed,
while the expansion process is lossless. The BSS losses are fixed
and the BSS is assumed to be operated under an advanced battery
management system minimizing both the losses and degradation.
All other losses (such as transforming to a higher voltage) are
neglected due to their low effect.
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Fig. 4. Different roles of PV-BES-Hydrogen plant.
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3. Mathematical model

3.1. Objective function

Objective function (1) maximizes the total profit of the facility
stemming from the electricity (𝜃da,p), hydrogen (𝜃da,h) and gas (𝜃da,g)
ay-ahead markets, electricity balancing capacity (𝜃bc) and balanc-
ng energy (𝜃be) markets, and profit (i.e. savings) from balancing the
eviations of the local PV production (𝜃bg). It also considers costs
shown as a negative profit) arising from electricity (𝜃grid,p), hydro-

gen (𝜃grid,h), and gas (𝜃grid,g) grids usage (network fees) as well as
from electricity consumption for operation of the hydrogen facility
(𝜃hop). The maximization is performed over a set of variables 𝛯 =
{

𝑝da𝑡 , ℎin,g𝑡 , ℎin,h𝑡 , ℎw,h𝑡 , 𝑟u,bc𝑡 , 𝑟d,bc𝑡 , 𝑝pv𝑡 , 𝑟d,bg𝑡 , 𝑟u,bg𝑡

}

.

max
𝛯

𝜃da,p + 𝜃da,h + 𝜃da,g + 𝜃bc + 𝜃be + 𝜃bg − 𝜃grid,p − 𝜃grid,h − 𝜃grid,g − 𝜃hop (1)

Profit in the electricity DAM (2) is obtained by selling or purchasing
energy 𝑝da𝑡 ⋅ 𝛥𝑡 at price 𝜆p,da𝑡 . Equivalently, in (3) energy sold in the
hydrogen DAM (ℎda,h𝑡 ⋅ 𝛥𝑡) brings income proportional to the hydrogen
market price 𝜆h,da𝑡 . Profit from selling hydrogen (ℎda,g𝑡 ⋅ 𝛥𝑡) in the gas
DAM is calculated in (4).

𝜃da,p =
∑

𝑡
𝑝da𝑡 ⋅ 𝛥𝑡 ⋅ 𝜆da,p𝑡 (2)

𝜃da,h =
∑

𝑡
ℎda,h𝑡 ⋅ 𝛥𝑡 ⋅ 𝜆da,h𝑡 (3)

𝜃da,g =
∑

𝑡
ℎda,g𝑡 ⋅ 𝛥𝑡 ⋅ 𝜆da,g𝑡 (4)

Eq. (5) calculates the profit from providing BC in both the upward
(𝑟u,bc𝑡 ) and downward (𝑟d,bc𝑡 ) directions. While providing BC always
results in positive revenue, participating in the BE market may result
in a negative revenue when providing the down reserve, see (6). For
simplicity and due to lack of data, the BE activation is given as a
percentage (𝐴u, 𝐴d) of the reserved BC in each direction, where the
percentage was calculated from historic data.

𝜃bc =
∑

𝑡
𝑟u,bc𝑡 ⋅ 𝜆u,bc𝑡 +

∑

𝑡
𝑟d,bc𝑡 ⋅ 𝜆d,bc𝑡 (5)

𝜃be =
∑

𝑡
𝐴u ⋅𝛥𝑡⋅𝑟u,bc𝑡 ⋅𝜆u,be𝑡 −

∑

𝑡
𝐴d ⋅𝛥𝑡⋅𝑟d,bc𝑡 ⋅𝜆d,be𝑡 (6)

Profit from deviating from the forecasted PV production is given in
(7). Deviation in the PV production is assumed to be constant in each
direction and equal to a percentage of the PV production for both the
underproduction, i.e. lack of output (𝐼 l, and overproduction, i.e. sur-
plus output (𝐼 s). These percentages represent an average PV forecast
error. When deviations occur, it is possible to mitigate them fully by
employing controllable units (BES, electrolyzer, fuel cell) or waiting for
the imbalance settlement with a partially or fully unbalanced portfolio
8

of the BG. If the BG is unbalanced in real-time, it will pay or be paid for
he imbalance energy at the imbalance settlement price 𝜆u,bg𝑡 or 𝜆d,bg𝑡 ,
as calculated in (7).

In case of PV overproduction (BG injects into the grid more power
than planned), it is possible to reduce the deviation by increasing the
electricity consumption or decreasing the production of controllable
units, which is accounted for by variable 𝑟d,bg𝑡 , which represents the
BG downward balancing power. If the BG still has a surplus of energy,
it must sell it at price 𝜆d,bg𝑡 , which acts as the down balancing revenue.
That price is usually lower than the DAM price for a specific hour,
which means that imbalance bears some lost-opportunity costs.

In case of PV underproduction (BG injects less power than planned),
the deviation can be mitigated by increasing the electricity production
or decreasing the electricity consumption of controllable units, given
with variable 𝑟u,bg𝑡 , which represents the BG upward balancing power.
If there is still a shortage after this balancing (or such balancing is for
some reason highly nonprofitable), it is penalized at price 𝜆𝑢,𝑏𝑔𝑡 . That
price is usually higher than the DAM price, which means that imbalance
again bears some lost-opportunity costs.

Errors in the PV forecast, in reality, may be greater or lower than
the average assumed by coefficients 𝐼 s and 𝐼 l, which denote surplus and
lack in the PV production, respectively. Coefficients 𝐴u and 𝐴d indicate
the extent to which the imbalance caused by an inaccurate forecast is
resolved locally. In case of coefficients 𝐴u or 𝐴d are equal to one, it is
possible to solve only the average imbalance. To make the model robust
for higher deviations, coefficients 𝐴u and 𝐴d may be set to values lower
than 1.

𝜃bg =
∑

𝑡
(𝐼 s ⋅𝑝pv𝑡 −𝐴d ⋅ 𝑟d,bg𝑡 ) ⋅𝛥𝑡 ⋅𝜆d,bg𝑡 −

∑

𝑡
(𝐼 l ⋅𝑝pv𝑡 −𝐴u ⋅ 𝑟u,bg𝑡 ) ⋅𝛥𝑡 ⋅𝜆u,bg𝑡 (7)

The considered facility is connected to three grids and for each
injection/withdrawal, it must pay a specific grid tariff. Tariff fees for
the power grid are calculated in (8), for the hydrogen grid in (9), and
for the gas grid in (10). The withdrawn electricity is paid both per
energy and power component, while the injected electricity is paid
per power component only. The power component is calculated on a
monthly basis [65]. The grid tariff per energy component must be paid
for both injections and withdrawals to/from both the hydrogen and gas
grids [66].

𝜃grid,p =
∑

𝑡
(𝑝w𝑡 ⋅𝛥𝑡⋅𝜆

w,p
𝑡 )+

∑

𝑚
(𝑝wm𝑚 ⋅𝜆wm,p

𝑚 +𝑝inm𝑚 ⋅𝜆inm,p
𝑚 ) (8)

𝜃grid,h =
∑

𝑡
(ℎw,h𝑡 ⋅ 𝛥𝑡 ⋅ 𝜆w,h𝑡 ) +

∑

𝑡
(ℎin,h𝑡 ⋅ 𝛥𝑡 ⋅ 𝜆in,h𝑡 ) (9)

𝜃grid,g =
∑

𝑡
ℎin,g𝑡 ⋅ 𝛥𝑡 ⋅ 𝜆in,g𝑡 (10)

To operate hydrogen compressors, electrical energy must be con-
sumed and purchased in the electricity DAM:

𝜃hop =
∑

(𝜂el_comp ⋅ ℎel𝑡 + 𝜂ht_comp ⋅ ℎch𝑡 ) ⋅ 𝛥𝑡 ⋅ 𝜆da,p𝑡 (11)

𝑡
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3.2. Electrical power constraints

Power-related constraints given in this subsection are grouped into
the main, the BES, the electrolyzer, and the fuel cell constraints.

3.2.1. Main power constraints
Power generated from the PV at each time period (𝑝pv𝑡 ) is limited to

the maximum available PV production (𝑃 pv
𝑡 ):

𝑝pv𝑡 ≤ 𝑃 pv
𝑡 , ∀𝑡 (12)

Electricity DAM bid (𝑝da𝑡 ) is determined in (13) by the amount of
discharged and charged energy from the BES (𝑝dis𝑡 and 𝑝ch𝑡 ), electricity
produced by the PV (𝑝pv𝑡 ), electricity consumed by the electrolyzer (𝑝el𝑡 ),
and electricity produced by the fuel cell (𝑝fc𝑡 ). All the mentioned values
are given as power in MW, and therefore to convert it to energy, their
sum is multiplied with time period 𝛥𝑡 in (2) which is equal to one hour
in today’s markets.

𝑝da𝑡 = 𝑝dis𝑡 − 𝑝ch𝑡 + 𝑝pv𝑡 − 𝑝el𝑡 + 𝑝fc𝑡 , ∀𝑡 (13)

BC in the upward direction (𝑟u,bc𝑡 ), as well as the upward BG bal-
ancing power (𝑟u,bg𝑡 ), can be obtained by reducing the charging (𝑝r,ch𝑡 )
and/or by increasing the discharging (𝑝i,dis𝑡 ) of the BES, by reducing the
hydrogen production of the electrolyzer (𝑝r,el𝑡 ) and/or by increasing the
electricity production of the fuel cell (𝑝i,fc𝑡 ), as given in (14). Similarly,
BC in the downward direction (𝑟d,bc𝑡 ) and the downward BG balancing
power (𝑟d,bg𝑡 ) used to mitigate the PV overproduction deviations can be
achieved by reducing the discharging (𝑝r,dis𝑡 ) or increasing the charging
(𝑝i,dis𝑡 ) of the BES, by increasing the hydrogen production by the elec-
trolyzer (𝑝r,el𝑡 ), and by decreasing the electricity production of the fuel
cell (𝑝i,fc𝑡 ), as given in (15). In the following text we use a joint term
when referring to (𝑟u,bc𝑡 + 𝑟u,bg𝑡 ) — up reserve, and a joint term when
referring to (𝑟d,bc𝑡 + 𝑟d,bg𝑡 ) — down reserve.

𝑟u,bc𝑡 + 𝑟u,bg𝑡 = 𝑝r,ch𝑡 + 𝑝i,dis𝑡 + 𝑝r,el𝑡 + 𝑝i,fc𝑡 , ∀𝑡 (14)

𝑟d,bc𝑡 + 𝑟d,bg𝑡 = 𝑝r,dis𝑡 + 𝑝i,ch𝑡 + 𝑝i,el𝑡 + 𝑝r,fc𝑡 , ∀𝑡 (15)

The electricity bus balance needs to be satisfied in all cases of
BC activations and PV productions (including the forecast errors).
Therefore, three cases of the impact on the electrical power system are
presented—the average (expected) one, the worst case in the upward
direction, and the worst case in the downward direction.

In the average case, given in (16), it is assumed that the activated
BC, i.e. balancing energy, is a certain percentage (𝐴u, 𝐴d) of the re-
served BC. Likewise, it is assumed that a certain percentage (𝐴u, 𝐴d) of
the reserved power for the BG balancing is utilized. Eq. (17) represents
the busbar balance in the worst injection case where a full activation of
the upward BC and maximum PV surplus considering the downward
BG balancing power is assumed. The opposite is modeled in (18),
where the worst withdrawal case happens. Here, the full activation of
the downward BC and maximum PV underestimation considering the
upward BG balancing power is assumed.

𝑝da𝑡 + 𝐴u ⋅ 𝑟u,bc𝑡 − 𝐴d ⋅ 𝑟d,bc𝑡 + 𝐴u ⋅ 𝑟u,bg𝑡 −

𝐼 l ⋅ 𝑝pv𝑡 − 𝐴d ⋅ 𝑟d,bg𝑡 + 𝐼 s ⋅ 𝑝pv𝑡 = 𝑝in𝑡 − 𝑝w𝑡 , ∀𝑡 (16)

𝑝da𝑡 + 𝑟u,bc𝑡 − 𝑟d,bg𝑡 + 𝑃 pv
𝑡 − 𝑝pv𝑡 = 𝑝u,in𝑡 − 𝑝u,w𝑡 , ∀𝑡 (17)

𝑝da𝑡 − 𝑟d,bc𝑡 + 𝑟u,bg𝑡 − 𝑝pv𝑡 = 𝑝d,in𝑡 − 𝑝d,w𝑡 , ∀𝑡 (18)

Eqs. (19) and (20) set the limits for downward and upward BG
balancing power variables 𝑟d,bg𝑡 and 𝑟u,bg𝑡 , taking into account average
PV forecast errors 𝐼 s and 𝐼 l and BG activation coefficients 𝐴u and 𝐴d.
They state that the BG reserved power multiplied with the activation
coefficient must be lower or equal to the average PV forecast error.
It means that the power can be reserved only to cover the imbalances
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and not to manipulate the imbalance settlement mechanism. Otherwise,
it could happen, for example, that the value of 𝑟u,bg𝑡 is intentionally
increased to generate income.

𝐴d ⋅ 𝑟d,bg𝑡 ≤ 𝐼 s ⋅ 𝑝pv𝑡 , ∀𝑡 (19)

𝐴u ⋅ 𝑟u,bg𝑡 ≤ 𝐼 l ⋅ 𝑝pv𝑡 , ∀𝑡 (20)

At all times, the power withdrawn from the grid needs to be lower
than 𝑃w, as in (21), while the power injected into the grid needs to be
lower than 𝑃 in, as in (22). Injections and withdrawals cannot happen
at the same time, which is constrained by binary variables 𝑥i,p. These
constraints need to be valid in the case of average reserve activation
and average deviations from the predicted PV production (𝑖 = Ø), as
well as for the worst-case activations/deviations in the upward (𝑖 = 𝑢)
and downward directions (𝑖 = 𝑑).

𝑝i,w𝑡 ≤ 𝑃w ⋅
(

1 − 𝑥i,p
)

, ∀𝑡, 𝑖 ∈ {Ø, 𝑢, 𝑑} (21)

𝑝i,in𝑡 ≤ 𝑃 in ⋅ 𝑥i,p, ∀𝑡, 𝑖 ∈ {Ø, 𝑢, 𝑑} (22)

Eqs. (23) and (24) calculate the maximum withdrawn (𝑝wm𝑚 ) and
injected power (𝑝inm𝑚 ) within one month. This information is needed to
calculate the cost of the monthly power-related grid tariffs used in (8).

𝑝w𝑡 ≤ 𝑝wm𝑚 , ∀𝑚, 𝑡 (23)

𝑝in𝑡 ≤ 𝑝inm𝑚 , ∀𝑚, 𝑡 (24)

3.2.2. Battery energy storage constraints
Charging and discharging powers are limited by the BES installed

power 𝑃 b in (25) and (26). Furthermore, those processes cannot happen
concurrently, which is constrained by binary variable 𝑥b𝑡 .

𝑝ch𝑡 ≤ 𝑥b𝑡 ⋅ 𝑃
b, ∀𝑡 (25)

𝑝dis𝑡 ≤ (1 − 𝑥b𝑡 ) ⋅ 𝑃
b, ∀𝑡 (26)

Provision of BC is achieved by altering the charging and discharging
of the BES given by (27)–(32). The upward direction can be procured
by reduced charging (𝑝r,ch𝑡 ) or by increased discharging (𝑝i,dis𝑡 ), which
cannot happen simultaneously (𝑥u,b𝑡 ). If the BES is being charged, the
charging power can be reduced so it terminates the charging process,
which is modeled in (27). The resulting charging power after the
reduction in (28) is limited by the installed power 𝑃 b as well. On the
other hand, the discharge power can be increased up to the amount of
the installed power 𝑃 b given in (29). It must be considered whether the
BES is already being discharged in the moment of the upward reserve
activation. If so, the amount of possible increase in the discharge will be
equal to the difference between the installed power 𝑃 b and the current
discharging power 𝑝dis𝑡 . Binary variable 𝑥u,b𝑡 means that the reduction
of charging and increase of discharging cannot happen simultaneously.
This means that at some time period 𝑡, it is necessary to reduce charging
completely to allow for an increase in discharge. In such case, the
binary variable in the constraint (28) will be equal to 0, 𝑝r,ch𝑡 will be
equal to 𝑝ch𝑡 , and 𝑝i,dis𝑡 can be set to a certain amount that satisfies (29).
Eqs. (30)–(32) are analogous to the ones just described, but for the
downward reserves. In that case the BES can increase its charging (𝑝i,ch𝑡 )
or decrease its discharging (𝑝r,dis𝑡 ). These two actions cannot happen
concurrently, which is constrained by binary variable 𝑥d,b𝑡 . Constraints
(27)–(32) are visualized in Fig. 5. The assumed capacity of each is 25
MW (wide gray bars). Colored bars show the DAM bids, while arrows
indicate flexibility that can be offered to the system according to (14)
and (15).

𝑝r,ch𝑡 ≤ 𝑝ch𝑡 , ∀𝑡 (27)

𝑝ch𝑡 − 𝑝r,ch𝑡 ≤ 𝑥u,b𝑡 ⋅ 𝑃 b, ∀𝑡 (28)

𝑝i,dis𝑡 ≤
(

1 − 𝑥u,b𝑡
)

⋅ 𝑃 b − 𝑝dis𝑡 , ∀𝑡 (29)

𝑝r,dis𝑡 ≤ 𝑝dis𝑡 , ∀𝑡 (30)

𝑝i,ch ≤
(

1 − 𝑥d,b
)

⋅ 𝑃 b − 𝑝ch, ∀𝑡 (31)
𝑡 𝑡 𝑡
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Fig. 5. Visualization of the reserve provision quantities by the BES, the electrolyzer
(EL) and the fuel cell (FC).

𝑝dis𝑡 − 𝑝r,dis𝑡 ≤ 𝑥d,b𝑡 ⋅ 𝑃 b, ∀𝑡 (32)

State-of-energy (SOE) of the BES (denoted by variable 𝑠𝑜𝑒𝑡) always
needs to be higher than zero and lower than the installed BES energy
capacity 𝑆𝑂𝐸b as in (33). Note that in our formulation we refer to the
SOE as the net (usable) BES capacity, which is usually lower than the
gross (total) BES capacity. In case when the BES participates in reserve
provision, it must have sufficient energy available for this purpose.
The worst-case for both the upward and downward reserve provision is
when the entire reserved capacity is activated. It is, therefore, necessary
for the BES to have a secured capacity that can enable the provision
of reserves in the worst case in both directions, which is modeled in
(34) and (35). Eq. (36) controls the average reserve activations based
on the SOE at the previous time period and the amount of energy
charged/discharged into/from the BES at time period 𝑡. The charged
and discharged energy includes the energy traded in the DAM, along
with the activated reserve energy.

0 ≤ 𝑠𝑜𝑒𝑡 ≤ 𝑆𝑂𝐸b, ∀𝑡 (33)

𝑠𝑜𝑒𝑡−1 + (𝑝ch𝑡 − 𝑝r,ch𝑡 ) ⋅ 𝜂ch ⋅ 𝛥𝑡 − (𝑝dis𝑡 + 𝑝i,dis𝑡 ) ⋅ 𝛥𝑡∕𝜂dis ≥ 0, ∀𝑡 (34)

𝑠𝑜𝑒𝑡−1 + (𝑝ch𝑡 + 𝑝i,ch𝑡 ) ⋅ 𝜂ch ⋅ 𝛥𝑡 − (𝑝dis𝑡 − 𝑝r,dis𝑡 ) ⋅ 𝛥𝑡∕𝜂dis ≤ 𝑆𝑂𝐸b, ∀𝑡 (35)
𝑠𝑜𝑒𝑡 = 𝑠𝑜𝑒𝑡−1 + (𝑝ch𝑡 − 𝐴u ⋅ 𝑝r,ch𝑡 + 𝐴d ⋅ 𝑝i,ch𝑡 ) ⋅ 𝜂ch ⋅ 𝛥𝑡

−(𝑝dis𝑡 − 𝐴d ⋅ 𝑝r,dis𝑡 + 𝐴u ⋅ 𝑝i,dis𝑡 ) ⋅ 𝛥𝑡∕𝜂dis, ∀𝑡 (36)

Authors in [67] present an accurate model of the BES charging
process, (37)–(40), where the reduced charging power ability at higher
SOE is considered. This is the model employed in the following equa-
tions, however, for details please refer to [67].

𝑠𝑜𝑒𝑡 =
𝐼−1
∑

𝑖=1
𝑠𝑜𝑒𝑡,𝑖, ∀𝑡 (37)

𝑠𝑜𝑒𝑡,𝑖 = 𝑅𝑖+1 − 𝑅𝑖, ∀𝑡, 𝑖 (38)

𝛥𝑠𝑜𝑒𝑡 = 𝐹1 +
𝐼−1
∑

𝑖=1

𝐹𝑖+1 − 𝐹𝑖
𝑅𝑖+1 − 𝑅𝑖

⋅ 𝑠𝑜𝑒𝑡−1,𝑖, ∀𝑡 (39)

𝑝ch𝑡 + 𝑝i,ch𝑡 ≤ 𝛥𝑠𝑜𝑒𝑡∕𝜂ch, ∀𝑡 (40)

3.2.3. Electrolyzer constraints
Eqs. (41) and (42) represent the limits on minimum and maxi-

mum power of the electrolyzer. When it operates (indicated by binary
variable 𝑤 ), there is a technical minimum of 10% of the installed
10

𝑡 ℎ
power capacity 𝑃 el that must be met [68]. The electrolyzer can provide
reserves by reducing or increasing its electricity consumption, i.e. hy-
drogen output. Constraints (43) and (44) are analogous to the BES ones
for the upward reserve provision, (27)–(29), with an additional need
to ensure that the technical minimum requirements are still met in
(43) when reducing the electricity consumption of the electrolyzer. The
mechanics of the electrolyzer constraints are given in Fig. 5.

𝑝el𝑡 ≥ 0.1 ⋅ 𝑃 el ⋅𝑤𝑡, ∀𝑡 (41)
el
𝑡 ≤ 𝑃 el ⋅𝑤𝑡, ∀𝑡 (42)
r,el
𝑡 ≤ 𝑝el𝑡 − 0.1 ⋅ 𝑃 el ⋅𝑤𝑡, ∀𝑡 (43)
i,el
𝑡 ≤ 𝑃 el ⋅𝑤𝑡 − 𝑝el𝑡 , ∀𝑡 (44)

.2.4. Fuel cell constraints
Fuel cell constraints (45) and (46) are analogous to the ones for

he electrolyzer. The only difference is in the technical minimum con-
traint, which for the fuel cell is 20% of the installed capacity [69–71].
ikewise, reserve constraints (47) and (48) are analogous to the BES
nes for the downward reserve provision (30) and (32). The mechanics
f the fuel cell constraints are also given in Fig. 5.
fc
𝑡 ≥ 0.2 ⋅ 𝑃 fc ⋅ 𝑓𝑡, ∀𝑡 (45)
fc
𝑡 ≤ 𝑃 fc ⋅ 𝑓𝑡, ∀𝑡 (46)
r,fc
𝑡 ≤ 𝑝fc𝑡 − 0.2 ⋅ 𝑃 fc ⋅ 𝑓𝑡, ∀𝑡 (47)
i,fc
𝑡 ≤ 𝑃 fc ⋅ 𝑓𝑡 − 𝑝fc𝑡 , ∀𝑡 (48)

.3. Electricity — Hydrogen interface constraints

.3.1. Electrolyzer hydrogen generation
Constraints describing operation of the electrolyzer connect the

ydrogen and the power system. To produce ℎ𝑒𝑙𝑡 amount of hydrogen,
ee
𝑡 electrical energy is needed, including the electrolyzer efficiency
el
𝑡 . However, since this efficiency changes with the operating point of
he electrolyzer, i.e. it is a function of 𝑝ee𝑡 , it is necessary to linearize
onstraint (49). The resulting linear constraint (50) is obtained upon
he linearization procedure provided in Appendix.
el
𝑡 = 𝑝ee,el𝑡 ⋅ 𝜂el𝑡 , ∀𝑡 (49)
el
𝑡 = 𝐾𝑒𝑙

1 ⋅ 𝑝ee,el𝑡 +𝐾𝑒𝑙
2 ⋅ 𝑃 el ⋅𝑤𝑡, ∀𝑡 (50)

To take into account uncertainties that may impact the hydrogen
ystem, three variants of hydrogen production are modeled. They differ
n the amount of electricity (𝑝ee𝑡 ) used for hydrogen production, which
epends on the amount of activated reserves in the power system.
herefore, Eq. (50) is replaced with (51)–(53). When the average acti-
ation of reserves in the power system occurs, the amount of hydrogen
el
𝑡 is produced, as given in (51). Less hydrogen (ℎu,el𝑡 ) is produced when
he most upward reserve is activated as in (52). On the contrary, when
he highest possible downward reserve is activated, more hydrogen
ℎd,el𝑡 ) than in the average case is produced, as modeled in (53).

el
𝑡 = 𝐾el

1 ⋅ (𝑝el𝑡 + 𝐴d ⋅ 𝑝i,el𝑡 − 𝐴u ⋅ 𝑝r,el𝑡 ) + 𝐾el
2 ⋅ 𝑃 el ⋅𝑤𝑡,∀𝑡 (51)

u,el
𝑡 = 𝐾el

1 ⋅ (𝑝el𝑡 − 𝑝r,el𝑡 ) +𝐾el
2 ⋅ 𝑃 el ⋅𝑤𝑡, ∀𝑡 (52)

d,el
𝑡 = 𝐾el

1 ⋅ (𝑝el𝑡 + 𝑝i,el𝑡 ) +𝐾el
2 ⋅ 𝑃 el ⋅𝑤𝑡, ∀𝑡 (53)

.3.2. Fuel cell hydrogen consumption
In the fuel cell, a process opposite to that in the electrolyzer occurs.

ince the efficiency of a fuel cell also depends on its operating power
s with an electrolyzer, constraint (54) is nonlinear. Analogously to
he electrolyzer counterpart constraint, linear Eq. (55) is obtained after
inearization.
fc
𝑡 = 𝑝ee,fc𝑡 ∕𝜂fc𝑡 , ∀𝑡 (54)
fc fc ee,fc fc fc

𝑡 = 𝐾1 ⋅ 𝑝𝑡 +𝐾2 ⋅ 𝑃 ⋅ 𝑓𝑡, ∀𝑡 (55)
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Again, the amount of activated reserve may impact the operation
of the fuel cell. Thus, (55) is replaced with (56)–(58). In the fuel
cell, hydrogen is treated as a fuel, and given the amount of reserve
required from the power system, the required amount of hydrogen is
determined. Eq. (56) represents the case when average reserve acti-
vation occurs, while (57) and (58) cover the worst cases of upward
and downward reserve activations. As opposed to the electrolyzer-
related constraints, the amount of hydrogen in the case of the worst
upward reserve activation (ℎu,fc𝑡 ) is higher than in the average case
ℎfc𝑡 ). Contrary, in case of the worst downward reserve, the amount
ℎd,fc𝑡 ) is lower than in the average case.

fc
𝑡 = 𝐾 fc

1 ⋅ (𝑝fc𝑡 + 𝐴d ⋅ 𝑝i,fc𝑡 − 𝐴u ⋅ 𝑝r,fc𝑡 ) + 𝐾 fc
2 ⋅ 𝑃 fc ⋅ 𝑓𝑡, ∀𝑡 (56)

ℎu,fc𝑡 = 𝐾 fc
1 ⋅ (𝑝fc𝑡 + 𝑝i,fc𝑡 ) +𝐾 fc

2 ⋅ 𝑃 fc ⋅ 𝑓𝑡, ∀𝑡 (57)

ℎd,fc𝑡 = 𝐾 fc
1 ⋅ (𝑝fc𝑡 − 𝑝r,fc𝑡 ) +𝐾 fc

2 ⋅ 𝑃 fc ⋅ 𝑓𝑡, ∀𝑡 (58)

3.4. Hydrogen constraints

3.4.1. Main hydrogen constraints
Eq. (59) models the amount of hydrogen offered in the DAM (ℎda,h𝑡 )

s the difference between the injections of hydrogen (ℎin,h𝑡 ) and its
ithdrawals (ℎw,h𝑡 ). In the case of trading in the gas DAM, hydrogen

an only be injected and sold, as given by Eq. (60).
da,h
𝑡 = ℎin,h𝑡 − ℎw,h𝑡 , ∀𝑡 (59)
da,g
𝑡 = ℎin,g𝑡 , ∀𝑡 (60)

Analogous to the electric power system, in the hydrogen system, the
usbar balance must be preserved regardless of the amount of reserve
ctivated in the electric power system. In case the average reserve is ac-
ivated, (61) must be valid. In case of the worst upward activation given
n (62), when it is necessary to increase the amount of electricity in
he system, hydrogen consumption for the fuel cell operation increases
nd hydrogen production from the electrolyzer decreases. Exactly the
pposite happens in the case of the worst downward reserve activation
iven in (63).
el
𝑡 − ℎfc𝑡 + ℎdis𝑡 − ℎch𝑡 = ℎin,h𝑡 + ℎin,g𝑡 − ℎw,h𝑡 , ∀𝑡 (61)
u,el
𝑡 −ℎu,fc𝑡 +ℎu,dis𝑡 −ℎu,ch𝑡 =ℎu,in,h𝑡 +ℎu,in,g𝑡 − ℎu,w,h𝑡 , ∀𝑡 (62)
d,el
𝑡 −ℎd,fc𝑡 +ℎd,dis𝑡 −ℎd,ch𝑡 = ℎd,in,h𝑡 +ℎd,in,g𝑡 −ℎd,w,h𝑡 , ∀𝑡 (63)

The amounts of hydrogen injected into the hydrogen grid (ℎi,in,h𝑡 )
or the gas grid (ℎin,g𝑡 ) or withdrawn from the hydrogen grid (ℎi,w,h𝑡 )
are limited by the connection limits – 𝐻 in,g, 𝐻 in,h, 𝐻w,h, respectively.
Injections and withdrawals from the hydrogen system cannot occur at
the same time, which is constrained by binary variable 𝑥i,h𝑡 . These con-
ditions need to be satisfied in all cases of reserve activation, represented
by 𝑖.

ℎi,in,g𝑡 ≤ 𝐻 in,g, ∀𝑡, 𝑖 ∈ {Ø, 𝑢, 𝑑} (64)

ℎi,in,h𝑡 ≤ 𝐻 in,h ⋅ 𝑥i,h𝑡 , ∀𝑡, 𝑖 ∈ {Ø, 𝑢, 𝑑} (65)
i,w,h
𝑡 ≤ 𝐻w,h ⋅ (1 − 𝑥i,h𝑡 ), ∀𝑡, 𝑖 ∈ {Ø, 𝑢, 𝑑} (66)

.4.2. Hydrogen tank constraints
Hydrogen tank constraints are modeled analogously to the ones of

he BES. Eqs. (67) and (68) constrain the charging and discharging
owers with the installed power of the hydrogen tank. Binary variable
i,ht
𝑡 disable simultaneous charging and discharging. Constraints (67)–
68) need to be valid for the average case of reserve activation, as well
s for the highest activation in both directions. SOE of the hydrogen
ank (𝑠𝑜ℎ𝑡) is limited by its installed capacity 𝑆𝑂𝐻 in (69). While the
pper and lower limits on the hydrogen tank’s SOE must be valid for the
ighest reserve activation (𝑖 ∈ {𝑢, 𝑑}), as stated in (70), the actual SOE
11

f the hydrogen tank stated in (71) is assumed to change following the −
verage reserve activation (𝑖 = Ø), analogously to the BES constraint
36).
i,ch
𝑡 ≤ 𝑥i,ht𝑡 ⋅𝐻ht , ∀𝑡, 𝑖 ∈ {Ø, 𝑢, 𝑑} (67)
i,dis
𝑡 ≤ (1 − 𝑥i,ht𝑡 ) ⋅𝐻ht , ∀𝑡, 𝑖 ∈ {Ø, 𝑢, 𝑑} (68)

≤ 𝑠𝑜ℎ𝑡 ≤ 𝑆𝑂𝐻, ∀𝑡 (69)

≤ 𝑠𝑜ℎ𝑡−1+(ℎ
i,ch
𝑡 −ℎi,dis𝑡 )⋅𝛥𝑡 ≤𝑆𝑂𝐻, ∀𝑡, 𝑖∈{𝑢, 𝑑} (70)

𝑜ℎ𝑡 = 𝑠𝑜ℎ𝑡−1 + ℎch𝑡 ⋅ 𝛥𝑡 − ℎdis𝑡 ⋅ 𝛥𝑡, ∀𝑡 (71)

. Input data

This section provides the main input parameters for the case study.
t briefly explains the electrical and hydrogen system assumptions
sed to obtain the required input data, presents the market, services,
nd tariffs data, and identifies the installed capacities of all relevant
ubsystems.

.1. Electricity system data

Each of the electricity power bus components (PV, BES, electrolyzer,
uel cell) has its own AC/DC converter whose efficiencies are already
onsidered in their overall system efficiencies. The converters are not
hown in Figs. 1–3 for simplicity. The modeled electricity power bus
oltage is 10 kV. It is transformed to 110 kV in an electrical substation
nd connected to the high-voltage 110 kV network in Croatia. This
ransformation is extremely efficient, and its losses are neglected in this
aper.

.2. Hydrogen system data

At the hydrogen bus, the pressures must be harmonized either
hrough compressors (from lower to higher voltage) or through pres-
ure regulators (from higher to lower pressure) [72]. Increasing the
ressure requires additional electricity consumption for the compressor
peration and its efficiency depends on the inlet and outlet pressure
evels. Decreasing the pressures entails only negligible energy losses
nd we assume this process to be perfectly efficient. Therefore, only
he compressors are shown in Figs. 1–3.

The currently available large-scale commercial electrolyzers have
ydrogen output pressure 30–40 bars, flexible operation from several
ercent to 100% of the nominal production rate and startup rate
rom seconds to 30 min with nominal efficiencies of more than 70%–
0% [73–77]. The currently available large-scale commercial fuel cells
bove 1 MW nominal electric power have hydrogen fuel input pressures
.55–0.85 bar, flexible operation from several percent to 100% of
he nominal production rate and startup rate in the minutes’ range
nd with nominal electrical efficiencies over 50% [72,77,78]. The cur-
ently available large-scale commercial hydrogen tanks have pressures
40–1000 bar [76].

The hydrogen bus is modeled as a 50-bar one. The electrolyzers
ave output hydrogen pressures up to 35 bar, and to increase it to
he hydrogen bus level requires further compression. We assume 1.5%
nergy losses for this compression [38]. The fuel cell needs lower
ressure so only the pressure regulator is needed. To store hydrogen
n the hydrogen tank (to charge it) a compression to 50 to 350 bar is
equired and the assumed energy loss for this process is 4% [38]. We
odel the tank at 350 bar (standard hydrogen tank pressure level). In

he discharging mode, only a pressure regulator is needed.
Gas transmission grids in Croatia have pressure levels of 50, 75, and

00 bar. In this paper, we assume a connection to the 50-bar gas grid.
he same assumption is made for the hydrogen gas grid (50 bar). When

njecting hydrogen into the gas/hydrogen grids, there is no need to
urther compress. When withdrawing from the hydrogen grid, only the
ressure regulator is needed. Therefore, we do not model any energy
oss within the hydrogen/gas grid substations.

Electrolyzer and fuel cell coefficients after linearization 𝐾el
1 and 𝐾el

2
ake values 0.689 and 0.011, while 𝐾 fc

1 and 𝐾 fc
2 take values 2.386 and
0.114, respectively.
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Table 1
Characteristic price indices (avg, max and min) at CROPEX during 2019–2021 (𝑁𝑜𝑁𝑃

Number of negative prices).
Value Year

Unit 2019 2020 2021

𝜆da,p𝑎𝑣𝑔 e /MWh 42.28 38.01 114.70

𝜆da,p𝑚𝑎𝑥 e /MWh 200.02 172.07 533.19

𝜆da,p𝑚𝑖𝑛 e /MWh −20.23 −23.48 −263.31

𝜆da,g𝑎𝑣𝑔 e /MWh 14.72 9.99v 46.63

𝜆da,g𝑚𝑎𝑥 e /MWh 222.98 17.54 177.40

𝜆da,g𝑚𝑖𝑛 e /MWh 8.68 4.48 16.00

𝜆da,h𝑎𝑣𝑔 e /MWh – – 157.22

𝜆da,h𝑚𝑎𝑥 e /MWh – – 637.37

𝜆da,h𝑚𝑖𝑛 e /MWh – – −5.14

𝑁𝑜𝑁𝑃 – 35 27 40

Table 2
Electrical power grid tariffs.

Tariff elements Units Power TSO — HOPS

Withdrawal Injection

Energy high tariff e /MWh 5.33 /
Energy low tariff e /MWh 2.67 /
Peak power e /MW 1866.67 170

4.3. Wholesale prices

For the day-ahead prices in this paper we use wholesale electricity
prices from the Croatian Power Exchange (CROPEX) [79] for years
2019–2021, natural gas wholesale prices from the Central European
Gas Hub (CEGH) for years 2019–2021 [80] and wholesale hydrogen
prices as hydrogen index for the year 2021 [64].

Prices in the electricity day-ahead market have changed greatly in
the period from 2019 to 2021 and characteristic values are given in
Table 1. The year 2020 was marked by a pandemic, due to which the
electricity prices fell on average (38.01 e /MWh compared to 42.28
e /MWh in 2019 presents a 10.1% reduction), while the second half
of 2021 was marked by a surge in prices about three times compared
to the previous two years. The maximum price values share the same
characteristics as the average ones, while the minimum value decreased
over 10 times in 2021 as compared to 2019 and 2020. The number
of periods with negative prices was the highest in 2021. Very similar
trends can be observed in the gas day-ahead market prices.

4.4. Grid tariffs

For the grid tariffs, we use the electrical power transmission tariffs
for the 110 kV connection by the Croatian Power System Operator
HOPS [65], gas transmission tariffs for the 50 bar connection to both
the gas and the hydrogen grid by the Croatian Gas Transmission
Operator Plinacro [66]. The electrical power grid tariffs are given in
Table 2. The electricity element exists for withdrawal direction and
is the same all year long. It has the high (07:00–21:00) and the low
tariff (21:00–07:00). Peak power is paid for the highest monthly 15-min
average power withdrawal/injection.

The gas tariffs are paid for the reserved daily transmission grid
capacity in MWh/day and we assume that our reserved daily capacity
is equal to the actual gas market trades/grid exchange. The gas tariffs
are different for each month and are given in Table 3.

4.5. Balancing capacity, balancing energy and imbalance data

Balancing capacity prices are taken as the automatic frequency
restoration reserve (aFRR) capacity price paid to the dominant provider
12

2

Table 3
Gas grid tariffs.

Months Units Gas TSO - Plinacro

Withdrawal Injection

January e /MWh/day 2.45 4.32
February e /MWh/day 1.97 3.47
March e /MWh/day 1.64 2.89
April e /MWh/day 1.13 1.99
May e /MWh/day 0.88 1.55
June e /MWh/day 0.71 1.24
July e /MWh/day 0.72 1.28
August e /MWh/day 0.83 1.45
September e /MWh/day 0.92 1.63
October e /MWh/day 1.63 2.87
November e /MWh/day 1.99 3.49
December e /MWh/day 2.43 4.28

Table 4
Balancing input data.

Parameters Label Units Values

Average up & down reserve activation 𝐴u∕d % 20
Average PV forecast error 𝐼 s∕l % 10
aFRR up balancing capacity price 𝜆u,bc𝑡 e /MW 12.36

aFRR down balancing capacity price 𝜆d,bc𝑡 e /MW 12.05

aFRR up balancing energy price 𝜆u,be𝑡 e /MWh 1.4 ⋅ 𝜆da,p𝑡

aFRR down balancing energy price 𝜆d,be𝑡 e /MWh 0.6 ⋅ 𝜆da,p𝑡

Up imbalance price 𝜆u,bg𝑡 e /MWh 1.4 ⋅ 𝜆da,p𝑡

Down imbalance price 𝜆d,bg𝑡 e /MWh 0.6 ⋅ 𝜆da,p𝑡

in Croatia in 2021. Balancing energy prices are calculated considering
the following rule: for up activation, the TSO pays to the provider 40%
on top of the day-ahead price, while for down activation the provider
pays to the TSO 40% lower price than the day-ahead price. Similarly,
for the up imbalance, the TSO pays to the provider 40% lower price
than the day-ahead price, and for the down imbalance, the provider
pays to the TSO 40% higher price than the day-ahead price.

Average activated aFRR in both directions is 20% (𝐴u = 0.2, 𝐴d =
0.2), average PV forecast error in both directions is 10% (𝐼 s = 0.1,
𝐼 l = 0.1) and to cover it locally at all times we need to reserve 1/(20%)

ore power capacity in both directions (𝐴u = 0.2, 𝐴d = 0.2). Input data
or the balancing provision is given in Table 4.

.6. Installed capacities of the subsystems

The observed facility is primarily a RES power plant with the PV
nstalled electrical power of 100 MW, while the BSS, the electrolyzer,
nd the fuel cell have installed electrical power of 25, 35, and 11 MW,
espectively. Electrical power grid connection limits are 120 MW in the
njection and 60 MW in the withdrawal direction. The electrolyzer and
he fuel cell have installed hydrogen power of 25 MW. The hydrogen
ank charging/discharging hydrogen power limits are 25 MW, while the
as/hydrogen connection limits are 50 MW. Battery energy capacity
s 200 MWh (8-hour discharge) with charging/discharging efficiencies
.86, while the hydrogen tank’s energy capacity is 4200 MWh (7-day
ischarge).

. Results and discussion

We consider three distinct architectures of the PV-BES-Hydrogen
lant introduced in Section 2.1, HES, P2G and HES–P2G, operating
n Croatia in the period 2019–2021. Data on the hydrogen index
‘Hydex’’ became available only in 2021, which is why the possibility
f trading in the hydrogen DAM is considered only in 2021, and such
case is marked as ‘‘2021+’’ . Although the P2G and HES–P2G models

ssentially allow trading in that market, it is neglected in 2019 and

020 due to a lack of data.
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Fig. 6. Profit breakdown during 2019–2021 for all cases.
Fig. 7. Average reserve capacity offered by a certain unit during 2019–2021 for all cases.
The results are shown in summarized annual and detailed daily
formats. The annual results present the value of different markets,
architectures, and subsystems, while the daily results illustrate the
behavior of the subsystems. The annual results are shown for all three
architectures, while the daily results are only shown only for the
HES-P2G architecture due to conciseness.

The simulations were performed using Gurobi 9.1.2 run on an AMD
Ryzen 7 4700U CPU with 16 GB of RAM at 3733 MHz.

5.1. Hydrogen energy storage — HES results

The HES case enables trading in the electricity DAM, along with
participating in the balancing service provision and RES BG balancing.
Production and exploitation of hydrogen in this case serve exclusively
the needs of the power system. First three bars in Figs. 6–8 show profits,
average aFRR reserve provision, as well as injected and withdrawn
energy, respectively, in the period from 2019 to 2021 for the HES case.

Fig. 6 shows the profit breakdown for each year. Each bar consists of
the plant’s revenues in the positive part and expenditure in the negative
part. The highest profit (22.99 million e ) is obtained in 2021, due to
favorable DAM prices, as seen in Table 1. In comparison to 2019 (15.18
million e ), a decrease of 11% in profit is observed in 2020, while 2021
records a significant increase of 51%. The largest portion of the profit
comes from the reserved capacity, more precisely 62% in 2019, 70%
in 2020, and 36% in 2021.
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The average capacity reservation in both directions hardly changes
over the years, as seen in Fig. 7, since a constant price is assumed. In
2019, the average reserved capacities were 36.06 MW in the upward
and 51.82 MW in the downward direction. A small increase in the value
of the average upward reserve provision occurs in 2020 due to low
DAM prices, and a decline in the average reserved upward and down-
ward capacities occurred in 2021 when market prices rose sharply in
the DAM. Most of the upward reserves in 2019 are provided by the BES
(on average 28.77 MW, or 80%), mostly by increasing the discharge
(78% of the stated value). The fuel cell on average provides the upward
reserve of 7.05 MW (19.54%) by increasing the electricity production.
The electrolyzer participates the least in providing the upward reserve,
averaging only 0.24 MW in 2019. On the other hand, the downward
reserve is mostly provided by the electrolyzer by increasing hydrogen
production. It provides an average of 30.46 MW in 2019 (58.78%),
while the BES provides 21.20 MW, mostly by increasing the charging
(18.73 MW). Only 0.31% is provided by the fuel cell.

In comparison to 2019, there are almost no differences in the
average amount of reserves provided in 2020 and its division by units.
However, in 2021 the provision of reserves in the downward direction
by the electrolyzer decreases (from 30.46 MW to 22.77 MW), due to
increased energy prices. Electrolyzer, therefore, works the most in 2020
(98.87% of the year) and in 2021 the least (73.37%). This is the case
with the fuel cell as well, which works 89.22% of the time in 2020,
and in 2021 only 63.96% of the time. The amount of time periods in
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Fig. 8. Withdrawn (positive) and injected (negative) energy from three observed grids during 2019–2021 for all cases.
Fig. 9. Breakdown of withdrawn (positive) and injected (negative) electrical energy during 2019–2021 for all cases.
which the electrolyzer operates is higher than that of the fuel cell in all
three years. A prerequisite for the fuel cell to work in the HES case is
the production of hydrogen from the electrolyzer, which the fuel cell
later uses to produce electricity in a more cost-effective period.

The profit share of 37.5% came from the electricity DAM in 2019,
which increases to 54.31% in 2021. This increase is mainly due to the
disparity in price values, given that the ratio of the purchased and the
sold energy in the DAM is similar throughout the years—0.53 (2019),
0.56 (2020), and 0.49 (2021). A profit share of 7%–18%, depending on
the year, came from providing BE.

The BES, the electrolyzer, and the fuel cell are never used for
BG balancing. Instead, the available capacities are always used to
provide reserves. The deviation caused by the PV overproduction can
be reduced by increasing the consumption or reducing the produc-
tion of controllable units. If a surplus remains, it is sold through an
imbalance settlement mechanism, but at a price lower than the DAM
price as a penalty measure. In spite of the lower imbalance price, the
plant still never closes its position before the delivery and the imbal-
ance settlement. In case of the lack of production, the same situation
occurs—reserve provision is more profitable than the BG balancing.
This occurs in all case studies as negative profits from (not) balancing
the BG, see Fig. 6. The plant’s profit is further reduced due to the
network fees, marked in pink in Fig. 6, whose value is slightly over 3%
of the total revenue in all years. Expenditure related to the hydrogen
operation equipment is less than 1% of the total plant revenue.

The highest amount of injections into the grid and withdrawals from
it happens in 2021, while the lowest in 2020. More precisely, in com-
parison to 2019, when 94.92 GWh was injected and 44.13 GWh was
withdrawn, a decline of 12.77% (injection) and 20.69% (withdrawal)
was recorded in 2020 and a surge of 16.36% (injection) and 5.03%
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(withdrawal) was recorded in 2021, as shown in Fig. 8. The share by the
source of withdrawn and injected electricity is shown in detail in Fig. 9.
Close to half of the withdrawn electricity annually goes to charging
the battery storage, and the rest to operation of the electrolyzer. As for
injected energy, approximately 60% of the electricity comes from the
PV, 27% from discharging the battery storage, and the rest is produced
by the fuel cell.

5.2. Power to gas—P2G results

Besides trading in the electricity DAM, P2G allows market trading
in the gas and hydrogen DAM.1 Unlike the HES architecture, this case
does not model the fuel cell.

Four bars in the middle of Figs. 6–8 represent the results relevant for
the P2G facility. As in the previous case, the highest profit is realized in
the year 2021 (21.53 million e ), with a decrease of 6.35% as compared
to the HES case, as shown in Fig. 6. By far the highest profit is achieved
in the year 2021 with the addition of a hydrogen market (‘‘2021+’’ )
amounting to 33.28 million e (an increase of 55% when compared to
the same year without the hydrogen market).

Fig. 7 shows that the plant provides an average of 28 MW of the
upward reserve, exclusively by the BES, in 2019–2021. Since there is
no fuel cell, the overall upward reserve capacity is reduced in 2019–
2021 as compared to the HES case. In the absence of the fuel cell,
the operational time of the electrolyzer is significantly decreased as

1 Hydrogen market is available only in the ‘‘2021+’’ case, so the year 2021
can be compared to the previous years when the hydrogen market did not
exist.
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Fig. 10. Prices in all markets on the observed day.
Fig. 11. BES operation on the observed day.
Fig. 12. Electrolyzer and fuel cell operation on the observed day.
compared to the HES case to 77.48% of all time periods in 2019,
89.91% in 2020, and 35.65% in 2021. Low DAM prices in 2020 affect
both the possibility of arbitrage and the sale of BE, which is why the
electrolyzer’s operational time in 2020 is higher than in the other two
years. On the other hand, high electricity prices in 2021 contribute
to a significant reduction in the operation of the electrolyzer. The
absence of a fuel cell reduces the need for hydrogen produced from the
electrolyzer, and gas market prices compared to electricity prices are
not attractive enough for the electrolyzer to produce hydrogen just to
sell it in the gas market. As a result, there is less possibility of providing
the upward reserve by the electrolyzer and almost all of the upward
reserve (over 99%) is provided by the BES.
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The same can be observed with the downward reserve. The amount
of downward provision by the electrolyzer was reduced due to higher
electricity prices, which can especially be seen in the year 2021, in
which the average downward reserve provision from the electrolyzer
halved from 22.77 MW in the HES case to 10.98 MW in the P2G case.
Specifically, in 2019, total downward average of 45.53 MW is provided
(in HES 51.82 MW), in 2020 49.41 MW (in HES 51.59 MW) and in 2021
32.30 MW (in HES 44.13 MW).

When trading in the hydrogen market is enabled (‘‘2021+’’), the
total yearly operational time of the electrolyzer increases radically from
35.65% to 96.12% of the year. Therefore, the electrolyzer is able to
provide more upward reserve (in ‘‘2021’’ it provided 0.18 MW on
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Fig. 13. Hydrogen system operation on the observed day.
Fig. 14. State-of-energy of the hydrogen tank through the year 2021.

average and in ‘‘2021+’’ 14.51 MW) and therefore the yearly average
provision of the upward reserve increases to an average of 43.00 MW
in this case, as presented in Fig. 7. Enabling the hydrogen DAM also
increases the provision of the downward reserve. As in the HES case,
the share of profit from the provision of the reserve capacity ranges
between 30 and 72%, with the exception of ‘‘2021+’’ where this share
decreases to 25% due to the highly profitable hydrogen DAM (see
Fig. 6).

The situation in the electricity DAM in the period 2019–2021 is
almost the same as in the HES case. The electricity purchased for the
operation of the electrolyzer is reduced, as well as the sale of the
energy produced from the fuel cell, which in this case does not exist.
A noticeable change occurs in ‘‘2021+’’ when electricity purchases for
the operation of the electrolyzer increase. In this case, the ratio of
purchased and sold electricity is 1.43 (in former cases it was around
0.5), resulting in a negative profit from the electricity DAM.

In the period from 2019 to 2021, the hydrogen produced by the
electrolyzer is sold in the gas market. Around 5% of the total profit
comes from the sale of hydrogen in the gas market (marked purple in
between the light-blue and green bars in Fig. 6). On the contrary, in
‘‘2021+’’ the sale of hydrogen in the hydrogen market is more attractive
than in the gas market, which can be observed in Table 1. The sale of
hydrogen in the gas market occurs in time periods when prices in the
hydrogen market are negative, so any positive price in the gas market
results in higher revenue as compared to the hydrogen market. Income
from the gas market in this case covers 0.61% of the total profit.

Fig. 8 shows the injections and withdrawals from the power, hy-
drogen, and gas systems. 48.75 GWh is injected into the gas system in
2019, 56.54 GWh in 2020, and 22.84 GWh in 2021. In ‘‘2021+’’, these
amounts are reduced to 3.98 GWh injected into the gas system, due to
the existence and attractiveness of the hydrogen system. Conversely,
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154.70 GWh is injected into the hydrogen system, while 45.85 GWh is
withdrawn from it. Lastly, injections to the power grid and withdrawals
from it in the P2G case are fairly similar to the HES case in the
period from 2019 to 2021. In the case of ‘‘2021+’’, energy withdrawn
from the power system significantly increased to ensure high hydrogen
production and its sale to the hydrogen network. In this case, electricity
is no longer produced from the fuel cell, and almost 70% of injected
electricity comes from the PV (see Fig. 9). Additionally, the electricity
for operation of the electrolyzer is increased in the case ‘‘2021+’’ (68%),
which was stimulated by the existence of the hydrogen market and
attractive prices.

5.3. Hydrogen energy storage + power to gas — HES+P2G annual results

The final case, HES+P2G, includes the fuel cell again and allows
participation in all markets, i.e. electricity, gas, and hydrogen. Two
substudies will be observed for this case: the annual view analogous
to the previous two cases (in this chapter), and a daily view to check
the unit commitment of the subsystems (the next chapter).

In Figs. 6–8 the rightmost four bars show the results related to this
case. For 2019–2021, the results are very similar to the HES case. The
highest profit of 23 million e is achieved for the year 2021. The only
difference is the highly reduced profit in the gas DAM in 2021 (marked
purple in between the light-blue and green bars in Fig. 6).

The results for ‘‘2021+’’ are similar to the corresponding ones in
the P2G case because the fuel cell in the HES–P2G case also does not
operate much, only 3.74% of the time (the electrolyzer operates 96.24%
of the time). Since the fuel cell can use the produced hydrogen when
needed, sales in the gas market are avoided when the price is not
attractive for sale. Therefore, the profit from the gas DAM reduces to
144,942 e (compared to 203,453 e in the P2G case). This can also be
seen in Fig. 8, where the injections to the gas grid are barely visible
(light pink).

5.4. Hydrogen energy storage + power to gas — HES+ P2G daily results

Since this case involves the interaction of all three DAMs and all
controllable units, we present the results for this case on a specific day
in Figs. 11–12.

5.4.1. Battery energy storage operation
Fig. 11 shows the BES operation on an observed day. The total

discharged energy from or charged to the BES is shown in a wider blue
bar for each time period. Other bars represent the energies used for
the DAM charging and BE provision according to the variables from
Section 3. In addition, SOE of the BES (dashed green line, secondary
y-axis) is shown. To better explain the reasons for a certain behavior,
prices during the observed day are provided in Fig. 10 for all considered
markets.
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Fig. 15. Profit breakdown for HES+P2G in case of hydrogen prices’ decline to [10%, 90%] of their initial value.
Fig. 16. Electrolyzer efficiency dependent on its operation power.
Time periods of low prices in the electricity DAM occur at the
beginning (hours 1–4) and end (hours 23 and 24) of the day. Therefore,
the BES charges in these periods (light gray bars on the positive y-
axis). The BES is charged at maximum power of 25 MW at these times.
Along with participating in the DAM, the BES also provides upward
reserve during those hours. To take into account the uncertainty of
reserve provision, the model is designed so that the reserved upward
and downward capacities must meet constraints (34) and (35), and only
a certain share of BC (𝐴u∕d) is activated in the form of BE in real-
time. During the period when the BES is being charged at maximum
power, it also reserves the capacity to provide upward reserve and
activates a portion of it (shown in Fig. 11). The upward reserve is
provided by increasing the discharging power and/or by reducing the
charging power. Since the BES is charging at maximum power, it is
possible to reserve a total capacity of double the maximum power of
the BES. It first reduces the charging power to zero and then increases
the discharge to the maximum power.

During periods of high prices (e.g. hour 8), the BES is discharged
and the same situation as previously explained, but in the opposite
direction occurs, this time with the downward reserves. The dashed
green curve in Fig. 11 shows the SOE of the BES, which changes
depending on the energy that was actually charged to or discharged
from the BES in a certain time period (wide blue bars).

5.4.2. Fuel cell and electrolyzer power operation
The operation of the fuel cell and the electrolyzer is shown in

Fig. 12. The electrolyzer operation is noted on the positive 𝑦-axis and
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the fuel cell on the negative 𝑦-axis. The total energy purchased for
the operation of the electrolyzer or sold upon its generation in the
fuel cell is given in a wider bar for each time period—blue for the
electrolyzer and pink for the fuel cell. The other bars represent the
day-ahead scheduled energy and activated balancing energy according
to the variables from Section 3

Most electricity needed for the operation of the electrolyzer is
purchased in low-price time periods in the DAM (hours 2, 3, and 24).
Just as with the BES, the capacity required to provide the BC in the
maximum possible amount is reserved (it is necessary to take into
account the technical minimum of the fuel cell and the electrolyzer).
This is achieved by reducing the electrolyzer’s operation to its technical
minimum. The total electricity used for the operation of the electrolyzer
is shown with wide blue bars, as the difference between the energy
purchased in the DAM and the BE delivered by the electrolyzer. On an
observed day, the fuel cell did not operate.

5.4.3. Hydrogen busbar operation
The effect of the electrolyzer operation, shown in Fig. 12, on the

hydrogen system is presented in Fig. 13. It presents the hydrogen
injections and withdrawals, which is why the sum of positive (hydrogen
production and purchase, hydrogen tank discharging) and negative
energy (charging the hydrogen into the tank, hydrogen for fuel cell
operation, hydrogen injected into hydrogen and gas grid) is zero at all
time periods.

In hours 2, 3, and 24, when more electricity is consumed for
the electrolyzer operation, more hydrogen (green bars) is produced.
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Fig. 17. Produced hydrogen in power units vs electrolyzer operation power.
During the shown 24-hour period, the price in the hydrogen DAM was
low, thus, it was used to buy hydrogen (purple bars). The purchased
hydrogen, as well as the one produced by the electrolyzer, is filled
into the hydrogen tank at maximum power so it can be later sold at
a higher price. The hydrogen DAM price during the day is fixed, and
the differences in prices can be seen only between days. According to
the price difference between different days, the tank is filled or emptied
constantly throughout the day. On an observed day, the price is low and
the hydrogen tank is charged during all hours.

The behavior of the tank throughout the year is presented in Fig. 14.
The tank performs an inter-day arbitrage and cycles throughout the
year, making it a multi-day or seasonal energy storage. The seasonal
effect on the hydrogen tank operation is driven predominantly by the
variable hydrogen DAM price, i.e. the tank charges when the prices
are at a local minima, and the tank discharges when the price are at a
local maxima. The local minima and maxima in this context appear
every few days or weeks. However, other seasonal inputs affect the
operation of hydrogen tank as well. For example, a low electricity DAM
price increases operation of the fuel cell and therefore charging of the
hydrogen tank and, vice versa, during low prices, high PV production
results in excess of electricity which can be used for electrolysis.

5.5. Hydrogen energy storage + power to gas — HES+P2G sensitivity
nalysis on future hydrogen prices

To investigate how would an RES-BES-Hydrogen plant behave in
he event of an expected hydrogen DAM price decrease, we present
n additional sensitivity analysis using different percentage of the
ydrogen price decrease. Simulations were run for hydrogen prices
eductions to [10%,90%] of their initial value. Fig. 15 shows how the
rofit changes for different hydrogen prices expected in the future.
hile the prices above 40% of their initial value, the overall profit

eclines. It is not as profitable to buy electricity for the electrolyzer
peration and to sell it in the hydrogen DAM as it is at the initial
rices. After a further decline to 30% of the initial value, the price in the
ydrogen DAM is attractive enough to purchase hydrogen and to sell it
n the gas DAM, which can be seen as an increasing purple part of the
ars and an increasing negative part in light green. However, at 30% of
he initial value, the average price in the hydrogen DAM is still higher
han the average price in the gas DAM, therefore only after another
0% decline does the profit in the gas DAM increase significantly. Along
ith the increase in profit from sales in the gas DAM, the profit in the
lectricity DAM also increases because the yearly operation time of the
uel cell increases from 64% (at 30% of the initial value) to over 90%
n the last two cases of price reduction.

To sum up, the decline in the hydrogen DAM price in the first phase
esults in a decline in revenues arising from hydrogen sales in the
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DAM, but it is also characterized by the revenue increase due to the
electricity DAM sales. The electricity DAM revenues increase is lower
than the decrease in revenues from the hydrogen DAM, thus the total
profit decreases. In the second phase, after the hydrogen and natural
gas price parity is reached, the increase in the electricity DAM revenues
continues, but it is coupled with significant revenues from gas DAM,
and the overall profit increases.

6. Conclusion

The paper discusses three architectures of the PV–battery-hydrogen
plants that differ in the possibility of participating in the gas and
hydrogen markets and in the existence of a fuel cell, presented in
the paper as the HES, P2G and HES–P2G cases. In all these cases and
throughout almost all the observed years, the highest share of profit
comes from providing BC. The exception is the case when trading in
the hydrogen market is enabled (‘‘2021+’’), which becomes the most
profitable trading floor. Since the hydrogen DAM is at a very early stage
of adoption, we provided a sensitivity analysis using different hydrogen
DAM prices to take into account its uncertain evolution. This analysis
indicates that lowering the hydrogen DAM price (which is expected)
will significantly change the profit breakdown of the proposed facility
from mostly hydrogen DAM sales to electricity and gas sales.

In all cases, the BES is mostly used to provide reserves to the power
system. The fuel cell and the electrolyzer in the HES case operate for
more than half-time periods of the year and also take part in providing
reserves. The electrolyzer largely provides the downward reserve by
increasing its hydrogen production, and the fuel cell provides the
upward reserve by increasing its electricity production. In the absence
of the fuel cell and with the trading being allowed only in the gas
and power markets, i.e. the P2G case, the electrolyzer significantly
reduces its total yearly operational time to just over a third of the year.
Conversely, in the case when trading in the hydrogen market is also
enabled, the operating time of the electrolyzer is increased to almost
the entire year, and the upward reserve provision is increased as well.
When the fuel cell operation is additionally enabled in the previously
described case (HES–P2G), the results do not change significantly since
it operates for less than 5% of the year. The BES, the electrolyzer, and
the fuel cell do not provide any BG deviation balancing services in all
the observed cases. In other words, under current Croatian prices, it
is more profitable to provide balancing services to the TSO than to
balance its own imbalances. Finally, the BES and the hydrogen tank
perform arbitrage in the DAM, with the BES optimizing its operation
on an hourly basis (short-term) and the hydrogen tank on a daily basis
(medium to long-term).

In our future work we will focus on two directions: integration of
uncertainty of input parameters to create more accurate daily opera-
tional algorithms and investigation of seasonality effect on operation
of different devices within the facility.
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Appendix

The efficiency of an electrolyzer depends on its operating power.
The linearized curve of this dependence is shown in Fig. 16. Thus, at
10% ⋅ 𝑃 el the efficiency is 80%, and at maximal power it is 70% [73–
77]. However, (49) models a nonlinear relationship that needs to
be linearized for the problem to be solved by linear programming.
Therefore, dependence of ℎel𝑡 (49) on 𝑝ee,el𝑡 is modeled. The equation
f the line shown in Fig. 17, (50), is used as the final constraint used
nstead of (49). The same procedure is done in the case of fuel cell,
ith 41% efficiency at 10% ⋅ 𝑃 fc and 32% at 𝑃 fc [69].
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